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Abstract
Low-frequency variability (0.01 cpd < f < 0.1 cpd) of air pressure, wind and sea level is examined ihrough long lime séries originaling
from three locations along the east Adriatic coast. Wind has substantial energy at subsynoptic frequencies. and could be related to the same
atmospheric formations as air pressure. Response of sca-level slope to the atmospheric forcing is spatially variable. In the southern. deeper-
sea région the sea-level slope is fully explaincd by isostatic adjustment to air-pressure gradient, whereas over the shelf it is considerably
affected by the action of wind. Due to errors in determining wind stress a biased estimate of response to air pressure is obtained.
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Introduction
Subsynoptic oscillations (0.01 cpd < f < 0.1 cpd) of air pressure at

sea surface are related to passage of planetary atmospheric waves.
Empirical analyses carried out in the Adriatic (1.2) and throughout the
Mediterranean (3, 4. 5) show that at thèse lime scales (i) sea level is
highly cohérent with the air pressure and (ii) adjustment of sea level
by far surpasses the isostatic value of -lem/mbar. lt was concluded (5)
that the overshoot cannot be accounted for by the direct action of
wind. However. theoretical models (6. 7) predicted isostatic response
to the air pressure alone. It is the aim of this paper to reexamine the
action of wind which acts on sea level at planetary time scales. cohe-
rently with the air pressure.

Data
Seven and a half years (September. 1983 - April, 1991) of hourly

sea-level data, recorded at three tide gauge stations along the east
Adriatic coast (Bakar. Split and Dubrovnik). are used together with
sea-surface air pressure and wind from nearest meteorological stations
(Figure 1 ); meteorological data of somewhat shorter Icngth are obtai-
ned at some of the stations.
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Figure 1. Map of the Adriatic showing the position of the tide gauge and meteoro-
logical stations. Also shown are periods over which the data were obtained.

Atmospheric forcing
AU the time séries exhibit a pronounced scasonal modulation of ampli-

tudes. Seasonal energy spectra show that at ail time scales energy is grea-
ter in winter than in summer. Furthermore, at subsynoptic frequencies
Ihere is a substantial amount of energy not only in air pressure and sea
level but also in wind. the long-shore comportent being much more ener-
getic than the cross-shore component. A very high cohérence of the long-
shore wind with différence of air pressure along the basin indicates that
subsynoptic wind and air pressure could be related to the same atmosphe-
ric formations, namely to planetary atmospheric waves.

The seasonal variability of energy suggests thaï in the empirical analv-
sis only the winter data be used; synoptic and higher frequency variability
was smoothed oui by low-pass filtering at ten days.

Response of sea level
Response of the Adriatic to forcing by slowly varying air pressure

and the related winds is analysed through a one-dimensional model:

At = Abpe + B- jf ̂ _ dx + Residual.

which relates différence of sea level between two tide-gauge stations
Au to air pressure différence Apa and lo intégral between the two sta-
tions of long-shore wind stress TSX over depth of watercolumn H. Thus
one requires knowledge of wind stress along the whole distance;
because of large-scale nature of subsynoptic processes in evaluating
the intégral it has been assumed that spatially homogeneous wind is
acting over the open sea of fiai bottom.

The response parameters A and B are determined in time domain
through multivariate linear régression. The corresponding model in
frequency domain is approached through two-input spectral analysis.
Analysis in time domain

Prior to examining the combined effect of air pressure and wind for-
cing, the response lo air pressure alone is examined. Table 1 summa-
rizes results of uni- and bivariate multiple régression, obtained for dif-
férent pairs of stations. The analysis between the far points, namely
between Bakar and Dubrovnik. yields a much stronger-than-isostatic
response of sea level to forcing by air pressure alone. When the action
of wind is considered (wind stress at Split taken as représentative for
the région), the overshoot is considerably reduced but still not fully
accounted for. Since greater part of the Adriatic between Bakar and
Split is occupied by shelf in contrast to the much deeper southerly part
between Split and Dubrovnik, spatial variability of response is exami-
ned. The analysis over the shelf gives similar results, yet if the 951*
confidence limits are taken into account, with the inclusion of wind
stress (mean of Pula and Split) the response is brought ncar the isosta-
tic value. Results obtained for the deeper sea région are quite différent.
Hère the response to forcing by air pressure alone is isostatic.
However when wind stress (mean of Split and Dubrovnik) is introdu-
ced into the analysis, the stress being highly cohérent with air- pres-
sure gradient, response to air pressure is reduced to a very low. physi-
cally unacceptable value. As for the response of sea-level slope to
wind stress intégral, analysis for the shelf gives estimate B that is sur-
prisingly close to the theoretical value of MO"4 m/(Nnr2).
Analyses in frequency domain

Results of spectral analysis are very similar. Over the shelf (Figure
2). the single input analysis gives high cohérence, phase equal to it and

Table 1. Results of one- and two-input linear régression, obtained for différent pairs
of stations. Hère R is corrélation coefficient, A and B are linear régression para-
meters. R,2 and R™» are corrélation coefficient between the rwo inputs and mul-
tiple corrélation coefficient. The 95% confidence limits, obtained by the Monte
Carlo Method, are given in brackets. In 1(T), - ^ is spatially homogeneous wind
stress. Asterisk dénotes results obtained from six 128-day winter intervais; other-
wise eight intervais are used.
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